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1.

Introduction

Research and development of optical transmission systems
has more than 30 years of its history as shown in Fig. 1.
During the history, transmission capacity has reached ten to
the 5th power of magnitude to meet expanding traﬃc demand with corresponding rate. Accordingly, transmission
cost has been reduced dramatically and now optical transmission systems serves as indispensable infrastructure of the
current ICT society. So far, traﬃc demand is still expanding rapidly, therefore optical transmission systems should be
also enhanced further to meet such demands.
Looking back the history, the introduction of fiber cables having enormous transmission capabilities is the main
driving force to develop optical communication systems [1].
The potentials of single-mode fiber transmission technology
also became the motive force in upgrading and improving
the performance of optical transmission, optical circuitry,
LSI, and relevant technologies, etc. In addition to that, the
invention of optical amplification with erbium-doped fiber
amplifier seems to have significant impact to accelerate the
innovation.
Before the invention of optical amplifiers, largecapacity optical transmission systems F-400M, F-1.6G and
their transitions into F-600M, F-2.4G corresponding to synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH), have been developed and
deployed as shown in Table 1. These systems are named
since they use optical fibers as a transmission medium.
In these systems, all the interfaces with optical fibers are
through directly modulated laser diodes (LD) and avalanche
photodiodes (APD) by which the electro-optic (E/O) and
opto-electric (O/E) conversions are carried out. The main
devices of these direct modulation/direct detection systems
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Fig. 1

Transmission systems evolution.

(called IM/DD systems), that is, LDs and APDs can, fortunately, operate in the Gbit/s range. Therefore, they could
function very well in terms of the transmission speed (data
rate) against the already existing coaxial cable based systems
(maximum realized speed of DC-400M). The problem in increasing their speed was the strictures of the spectrum which
caused the Fabry-Perot LDs to be changed to the distributed
feedback ones (DFB-LD) and mode distribution noise (optical power fluctuation between several modes) was overcome
[2].
To further increase the speed and repeater span, some
problems arise. The major one is that besides being a light
source, the LD must also function as a modulator and the
chirping due to the direct modulation impedes the increases
of the speed [3]. Further, the gain bandwidth (GB) product
of the detector also is seen to be limited at several Gbit/s
operation.
We can address that the diﬃculties are in multifunctional behavior expected from the same device as discussed
in Clause 4.2. To remove these obstacles, the two approaches
can be considered: (1) research and development of LDs and
APDs with improved performance; and (2) separation of the
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Specifications of optical transmission systems.

functions and proper assignments to various devices. With
regard to the first option, application of ultra-fine grating
technologies could made possible 10 Gbit/s transmission to
long distances [4], [5]. With regard to the second option, a
logical leap to accelerate the progress is to develop the key
technologies which boost the advantages of each device.
The optical fiber amplifier can meet the second option
mentioned above is considered. Using this technology, not
only are the limitations of the detector sensitivity due to shot
noise of IM/DD systems improved, but it has also resulted in
upgrading the capabilities of each device, repeater structure,
and improved flexibilities [6]. Thanks to such capability of
optical amplifiers, 10G and 40G transmission systems (FA10G, 10G-WDM, and 40G-WDM) have been developed and
deployed in the field, successfully. Here, WDM means we
use wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) in those systems. The systems plotted along orange, purple, and blue
curves are based on IM-DD, optical amplifier WDM, and
digital coherent technologies, respectively. Early systems
adopted asynchronous digital hierarchy for client accommodation and network management. After that, SDH and
optical transport network (OTN) standards followed recommended in ITU-T SG15. In general, when we increase the
speed of transmission systems, transmission distance or optical reach will be degraded. Thus, more SNR will be required to keep the same level of bit error rate and optical
reach. So we need to improve optical transmitter, receiver,
and repeaters to overcome the SNR issue. Thanks to the
innovation by optical amplifiers, long repeater spacing has
been kept constant so far as shown in Table 2.
Figure 2 summarizes the evolution of spectral width as a
function of bit rate. As the speed increases, not only does the
circuit itself become harder to operate, but the increased bit
rate and narrower pulse width also lead to severer conditions
related to chromatic dispersion in the fiber (the phenomenon
whereby pulses traveling through the fiber gradually broaden
out). The reason why speeds have increased smoothly in
spite of this is that the original 400-Mbit/s (Fabry-Perot laser
diode) systems had a spectral width of about 5–8 nm, or about
600–700 GHz in terms of frequency spreading, which was
very wide. In the drive towards increased capacity, signals
have been subjected to more and more spectral compression.
As a result, in a 1.6-Gbit/s (distributed feedback laser diode)

Fig. 2

Spectral width as a function of bit rate.

single longitudinal mode system, the data is transmitted with
a spectral width of about 0.3 nm, i.e., less than 50 GHz. In
the future, the frequency occupancy factor will continue to
decrease, reaching about 1 for 10-Gbit/s systems, but modulating a 10-Gbit/s signal will result in a bandwidth of about
10 GHz. This is referred to as direct laser modulation, although instead of the laser being actually switched on and
oﬀ directly, its output is modulated on and oﬀ by a lithium
niobate optical crystal. As the bit rate increases, the overall
spectral width of the system conversely decreases. However,
this rate is close to the limit of ordinary modulation and
demodulation, so the spectral width will increase if the bit
rate is made any higher. If this happens, the pulse widths
will tend to increase and become more susceptible to the effects of fiber dispersion, and it will become necessary to use
dispersion equalization techniques to alleviate this problem.
A variety of modulation and demodulation techniques are
also being applied to wireless communications and ADSL
(asymmetric digital subscriber line), where it is thought that
improvements can be expected in the same way as with optical signals by applying similar measures to the modulation
and demodulation techniques and by employing digital signal processing techniques.
To go beyond 40G of bit rate, we have to go beyond
the purple solid line shown in Fig. 2. The purple line is a
transform limit of binary systems; therefore, we need more
advanced modulation formats, which have higher spectral
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Fig. 3

EDFA performance.

Optical network evolution.

eﬃciency such as quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and
more. Also, more precise compensation of group velocity
dispersion (GVD) and polarization mode dispersion (PMD)
will be required, since those modulation formats has rather
smaller tolerance against such impairments. To overcome
these problems, digital coherent signal processing has been
invented and developed. With the help of such technology,
100G commercial systems (100G-PTS) are realized and deployed.
The optical amplifiers also have significant impact on
network topology. The early transmission systems deployed
in the field environment has a point-to-point link system as
shown in Fig. 3. With the help of optical amplifiers, optical
passive devices such as optical switches with large dimensions and many in/out ports can be utilized in reconfigurable
optical add-drop multiplexer (ROADM) node systems. Optical loss of such switches can be eﬀectively compensated
by optical amplifiers. ROADM systems bring about network
topology evolution from point-to-point to ring as shown in
Fig. 3, and widely deployed. Remote configuration of network with ROADM system has reduced operating cost of
photonic network. After that, degree of optical switches
have been further extended to support mesh-type optical
network for more dynamic and flexible network connections
as shown in Fig. 3. Such network can accommodate further
dynamic services and have more tolerance against network
failures including disaster, since we can establish multiple
routes to destination nodes.
In this paper, applications of such optical amplifiers
in ultra-high-speed transmission are focused upon and their
structure together with the advantages of their use in optical
transmission systems is discussed. After that, digital coherent technology is discussed for further enhance transmission
capacity and reach.

with single mode fibers [8]. They have enhanced its eﬃciency and gain. Then, other groups reported its noise figure
characteristics and eﬀective pumping methods [9], [10]. At
last, semi-conductor laser diode pumping with 1.48 µm of
wavelength was proposed and confirmed its superior performance of high eﬃciency and high gain [11], [12]. At the
same time, its application to high-speed optical communication systems are firstly reported [6]. There significant contributions have triggered extensive research and development
of optical fiber amplifier. Consequently, wide penetration of
such technologies followed afterward [13].
Table 2 summarizes EDFA performance. Any prior
techniques of optical amplification tend to satisfy only a
few subjects shown in this table, but not all the subjects.
The EDFA shows excellent performance for all the parameters shown in the table. It means EDFA meets all the
requirements needed for amplifier application and is promising technology toward actual implementation as a deployable product. Looking at the relevant reports [6], [14], they
have evaluated system performance in its early stage of research. Thus it seems to be rational for the above comment
on EDFA. With the help of EDFA, optical communication
systems so far face drastic change in various aspects. It
includes more fiber launched power and higher receiver sensitivity to enhance optical signal to noise ratio and/or optical
reach. Moreover, flexibility of system design has also expanded, since the EDFA can compensate optical insertion
loss of some passive and/or active devices. Without EDFA,
these devices cannot be used in actual systems. In addition to
that, EDFA keeps low distortion even at large output power;
it is suitable to be deployed as a liner repeater in multi-stage
repeated optical transmission systems [15]–[17].
3. Characteristics of EDFA
3.1 Basic Operation

2.

Background and Impact of Optical Amplifiers

The optical fiber amplifiers amplifies optical signal directly.
To promote its application to high-speed optical transmission
systems, semi-conductor laser-diode pumping of Erbiumdoped optical fiber (EDFA) is an essential innovation.
Snitzer has proposed fiber amplifier itself [7]. After
that, a group of Southampton University reported a version

One of the important parameters is amplification eﬃciency.
To discuss the value, we need to consider energy level diagram relevant to EDFA. Figure 4 shows typical energy levels
for EDFA. We have some options for pumping wavelengths
as shown in the figure. However, the quantum conversion
eﬃciency ζ can be expressed as the Eq. (1). Therefore,
we should select pumping wavelength which is closer to
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Fig. 4

Energy levels of Erbium3+ .

signal wavelength to achieve higher conversion eﬃciency
or namely amplification eﬃciency. Looking at the Fig. 4,
pumping wavelength of 1.48 µm will have the highest conversion eﬃciency.
ζ = λ pump /λ signal

(1)

Another important parameter of optical amplifier is noise
figure (NF). The noise figure is proportional to population
inversion factor nsp. . When the pumping energy level is isolated and far from adjacent levels, nsp. approaches to 1. That
is 3 dB in conventional unit. If we adopt 0.98 µm pumping,
corresponding noise figure will be close to 3 dB. But it suffers smaller conversion eﬃciency as mentioned above. In the
case of 1.48 µm pumping, the pumping energy level is close
to upper level as shown in Fig. 4, so some portion of distribution from the upper level will remain at the pumping level.
As a result, nsp. will exceeds 1. Thus, noise figure will be
more than 3 dB. In short, 0.98 µm pumping is attractive for
excellent noise figure. On the other hand, 1.48 µm pumping
is advantageous in higher conversion eﬃciency. In the viewpoint of saturation output power, it depends on absorption
eﬃciency of pumping wavelength. In this aspect, 1.48 µm
pumping has higher absorption eﬃciency and is suitable for
high output power applications.
3.2

Configuration

The basic configuration of EDFA is shown in Fig. 5. The
optical amplifier consists of Erbium-doped fiber, WDM coupler, optical isolator, pumping laser diodes, and optical bandpath filters. WDM coupler combines signal and pumping
optical signals. There are three options in the configuration. They are mainly categorized by the relative direction of
pumping and main optical signal. Depending on the options,
noise figure and output saturation power will diﬀer. For the
application for pre-amplifier, input signal level will be small
in usual, and should be amplified immediately to reduce optical signal to noise ratio degradation as small as possible.
Therefore, forward pumping scheme shown in Fig. 5(a) will

Fig. 5

Typical configuration of optical amplifiers.

be suitable. On the contrary, for post or booster amplifier
application, saturation output power is essential parameter
to reserve higher fiber launch power. For such application,
backward or bi-directional pumping [19] scheme shown in
Fig. 5(b) and (c) would be suitable. For linear repeaters, bidirectional or multi-stage cascaded configuration [20] will
be appropriate. We will discuss signal to noise ratio issue in
the latter clauses.
3.3 Gain and Bandwidth
One of the significant advantages of EDFA is its ultrawide amplification bandwidth. In the case of silica glassbased EDFA, they have more than 100 GHz times 30 dB
gain-bandwidth product. We can expand the bandwidth
with Aluminum co-doping. With regard to pumping wavelength, 1.48 µm pumping shows relatively flat amplification
bandwidth in comparison to 0.98 µm pumping. Moreover,
1.48 µm pumping can easily achieve more than 100 mW of
pumping power, it is suitable to applications which need relatively high output power. As shown in Eq. (1), the theoretical
maximum conversion eﬃciency will be 95%, so it can be applicable to high output power applications. Actually, 86% of
conversion eﬃciency has been confirmed experimentally.
A typical gain-output power characteristic is shown in
Fig. 6. Output power gradually saturates around 0 dBm.
Above +5 dBm, it has rapidly reduced and corresponding
output power reaches constant value. In the viewpoint of
signal wavelength, 1552 nm (corresponding to optical frequency about 193.1 THz) shows higher saturated output
power, since 1535 nm has higher unsaturated gain. Above
discussion is based on continuous wave (CW) operation.
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Fig. 6

Typical gain-output power characteristics.
Fig. 8

Short pulse amplification characteristics.

out error rate rise or C/N deterioration [22], [23]. In the
same way, we can apply to wavelength division multiplexed
signals without inter-channel cross talk under saturated operation. These features are fundamental advantage of EDFA
in contrast to laser-diode amplifier which has short carrier
lifetime.
4. Advantages of Optical Amplifier Systems
4.1 Noise Characteristics

Fig. 7

EDFA amplification dynamics.

When we discuss short pulse operation, we only need to use
averaged power.
3.4

Dynamic Feature of EDFA

The lifetime of excited state of Erbium ion in EDFA has about
10 ms, therefore, optical input signal which has transition
time of less than 10 ms, namely fast enough signal, has no
eﬀect from the lifetime. Figure 7 shows EDFA amplification
dynamics. The solid circles are the typical operation point
of EDFA. The overall gain can be determined along with
the dotted curve in Fig. 7, depending on their averaged input
power. On the other hand, the response for high-speed signal
can be determined by the solid line in Fig. 7. As you can see
in the figure, EDFA shows quite linear and distortion-free
response for high-speed optical signal. Thanks to this superior amplification characteristic, EDFA is quite suitable for
high speed optical communication systems, which requires
distortion-free amplification.
Along with the above amplification characteristics, optical peak power of amplified short optical pulses can be
estimated from their duty ratios. By reducing the duty ratio
of optical pulse, we can achieve ultra-high optical peak power
as shown in Fig. 8 [21]. Accordingly, even in under saturated
operation condition, EDFA can amplify optical signal with-

In contrast to electrical amplification where both baseband
and carrier amplification are available, optical amplification
can be applied to only carrier amplification. In addition
to that, noise characteristics of optical amplifier are inherently diﬀerent from electrical one. Thermal noise can be
defined by noise temperature and noise bandwidth, so it is
independent from signal power. However, in optical case,
shot noise comes from photon number fluctuation resulted
from Poisson process, thus it depends on optical power itself and determines absolute value of signal to noise ratio.
In legacy transmission systems without optical amplifiers,
receiver sensitivity has been mainly determined by thermal
noise in optical receivers. Obviously, when we increase the
transmission speed, we will suﬀer more thermal noise, since
we need more bandwidth. On the other hand, the gainbandwidth product of optical amplifier exceeds 100 THz.
Therefore, we are free from gain-bandwidth product limit
and receiver sensitivity is determined by noise characteristics itself. We do not need to consider additional deterioration even when we increase the transmission speed. Consequently, we can come close to shot noise limit for high speed
transmission, by overcoming thermal noise.
When we discuss noise characteristics in amplification
of electro-magnetic wave, it is convenient to consider the
quantum nature or tendency of the signal. The particlelike quantum tendency can be evaluated by hv/kt (h: Planck
constant, v: optical frequency, k: Boltzmann constant, t:
temperature). The main source of noise will be thermal noise
and shot noise, as we mentioned in the preceding section.
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the thermal noise after direct detection. Therefore, we can
overcome the thermal noise and realize shot noise limited
receiver sensitivity. This is the very advantage of optical
amplifier.
(2) Shot noise

Fig. 9

Thermal noise spectrum.

We will describe these noise characteristics in the following
sections, considering the particle or wave-like behavior.
(1)

Thermal noise

The average energy of electro-magnetic wave in vacuum can
be express by Planck thermal radiation equation. When
we suppose that each photon has discrete energy expressed
as mhv (m = 0, 1, 2, . . .), the energy of each mode can be
express by the following equation.
W = Σmhv e−mhv/kT /Σe−mhv/kT = hv/(ehv/kT − 1)

(2)

The summation in Eq. (2) runs with m (m = 0∼Infinity).
Here, W becomes kT if hv ≪ kT. The thermal noise as a
function of frequency is shown in Fig. 9. As you can see in
the figure, thermal noise vanishes around and above 6 THz of
frequency. Below the frequency, thermal noise dominates.
The heterodyne detection scheme in microwave communication systems works under this condition, since both carrier
and baseband signal has the same noise characteristics.
On the other hand, in optical communication, there
is large frequency diﬀerence between carrier and baseband
signals. Thus, noise characteristic is completely diﬀerent. In
other word, we can say optical amplifier has changed noise
characteristic and determination scheme of signal to noise
ratio of communication systems. This is why we can achieve
high receiver sensitivity with simple direct detection scheme,
which is comparable to heterodyne detection scheme.
The fluctuation of photon number after amplification is
resulted from spontaneous emission process during amplification. This process dominates the SNR after amplification.
This fluctuation component causes beat noise with the amplified optical signal through direct detection and degrades
SNR at baseband signal. Therefore, we can improve the SNR
by applying optical amplification which has suﬃciently high
gain and relatively lower noise in comparison with electrical amplification. Consequently, we can achieve higher
receiver sensitivity with optical amplification. The fluctuation in photon number, namely, shot noise can be amplified
by optical amplification up to the level where we can ignore

As mentioned above, in the optical frequency where the
following condition meets: hv > kT, particle nature of electromagnetic waves dominates. In other word, the shot noise
becomes main noise component, which is resulted from Poisson process. When we suppose ideal photon number counter,
we observe no error at the space level, since there is no photon in the level. Only at the mark level (mark means the logic
“1” and has optical power), we will observe errors resulted
from shot noise, namely, Poisson fluctuation of photon number. Averaged photon number <n> that achieves the bit error
rate of less than 10−9 is 21. This determines the shot noise
limit photon number. When the mark ratio (ratio of logical “1” in optical signal) of optical signal is 1/2, this value
will be 10. Usually, optical signal will be down-converted
via detection circuit and discriminated by electrical decision
circuit. The SNR of directly detected optical signal can be
estimated by the noise figure (NF) of optical amplification.
The NF can be expressed approximately by the following
equation [23].
NF = 2nsp

(3)

where nsp is an inverse population factor. When we suppose
0.98-µm pumping, the NF approaches 1 or 3 dB in decibel
unit. This means we can approach only 3 dB degraded receiver sensitivity from shot noise limit one. Thus, optical
amplification has great advantage to realize extremely high
receiver sensitivity even with direct detection scheme.
4.2 Merits of Optical Amplifiers
One of the significant merits of optical amplifiers is its ultrawide amplification bandwidth. Legacy limitations such as
gain-bandwidth product limit and distortion in signal phase
does not apply to optical amplifiers. Moreover, these features will be still kept under multiple amplifications. Such
characteristics yield its wider applications including analog
transmission as discussed above [18]. In addition to that,
digital transmission is inherently and relatively insensitive
waveform distortion, so even after 100 multiple amplifications, signal will not suﬀer such distortion [17]. This
ultra-low noise, low distortion, and high gain amplification
characteristics open the wide application of passive optical
component. Due to insertion loss of such passive optical devices, there had been some limitation. So we have confined
multiple functions into a single device such as LD direct
modulation and APD, so far. The former has two functions
of light source and modulator, and the latter has two functions of O/E conversion and pre-amplifier. Optical amplifier
has overcome the limitation, and brought about wide flexibility in the design of optical repeater systems. Thanks
to that, LD direct modulation have been split into LD and
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Fig. 10

Optical repeater configuration.

wide-band external modulator, and yielded significant improvement of transmitter performance. Another important
point is its architecture of travelling wave type amplification.
Such travelling wave configuration is basically free from oscillation issue, and can realize stable operation even at more
than 40 dB of gain.
4.3

Field trial route of 10-Gbit/s transmission systems.

Issues in System Performance Improvements

The important point to further increase the transmission distance had been the limitation due to chromatic fiber dispersion. With the help of the optical amplifier in optical
transmitter, we can apply external optical modulator with
reduced frequency chirping in comparison with LD direct
modulation. By using such transmitters, transmission performance has been improved considerably. We can extend
non-repeated transmission distance and also multi-span linearly repeated transmission distance. Here, “linearly” means
we use repeaters consisted of optical amplifiers only. The
transmission distance has been extended up to the chromatic
dispersion-limited distance or SNR-limited distance by accumulation of amplified spontaneous emission noise. At
this point, chromatic dispersion should be accommodated to
further increase transmission distance and will be discussed
again in later clause.
4.4

Fig. 11

System Experiments

Figure 13 shows optical repeater configuration used in a system experiment in field environment held in1991 [24]. As
shown in the figure, optical pre-amplifier adopted forward
pumping configuration to achieve low noise feature. On
the other hand, we adopted backward pumping for post amplifier to keep high output power from the repeater. Also
we inserted monitoring PDs to support automatic shutdown
mechanism for safety reason.
Figure 14 summarizes the field trial route of transmission experiment and basic configuration at the bottom. The
route extends up to 320 km between Hamamatsu and Togasaki as shown in the figure. The LT-MUX is a transmitter/receiver set and the output optical power is more than
10 dBm. The receiver sensitivity has achieved −32.0 dBm
(@ BER = 10−9 ). By deploying linear repeaters, namely,
optical amplifiers with configuration shown in Fig. 10, we
have realized successful transmission through 1260 km of

Fig. 12

Transmission characteristics.

field installed fibers (two round trip between Hamamatsu
and Togasaki). Maximum repeater spacing extends up to
70 km and corresponding maximum span loss is 23 dB.
Figure 15 summarizes transmission performance of the
long distance field transmission experiment. The observed
power penalty is about 4 dB. By controlling the sign of frequency chirp of the LiNbO3 , Mach-Zehnder (MZ)-type external intensity modulator, we have partially compensated
fiber chromatic dispersion [25]. Such counter measure will
be discussed in the next clause. However, in this field trial,
maximum transmission distance is limited by residual chromatic dispersion.
5. Dispersion Compensation for Further Increases of
Transmission Distance and Speed
For further increase of the transmission distance and speed,
fiber chromatic dispersion equalization will be an issue as
discussed in the preceding clause. By applying optical amplifier as a pre-amplifier in the receiver, we can equalize
the group delay caused by the fiber chromatic dispersion
without additional power penalty. Such approach has been
investigated experimentally at 17 Gbit/s optical signal [26].
Figure 13 shows the basic configuration of the experiment.
Transmitted optical signal is input into pre-amplifier with
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Fig. 13

17 Gbit/s 150 km transmission with dispersion compensation.

Fig. 14

Bit error rate characteristics.

forward pumping configuration, and then input to dispersion
compensation fiber (DCF) as shown in the figure. With the
help of optical pre-amplifier, the SNR of optical signal is determined by the input optical power to the amplifier. Thus,
we can accommodate group velocity dispersion without any
decrease in receiver sensitivity. We used a 150-km fiber of
1.55-µm DSF as a transmission fiber, but we intentionally set
signal wavelength at 1.535 µm to cause residual chromatic
dispersion of about +150 ps/nm. The residual dispersion
is completely compensated by the inserted DCF which has
the same amount of group velocity dispersion of opposite
sign. Figure 17 shows transmission performance of the experiment. As you can see, we have confirmed penalty-free
compensation.
6.

6.1

Digital Coherent Signal Processing for 100 Gb/s and
Beyond Transmission
Structure of Digital Signal Processing LSI

To realize 100 Gb/s systems, we need more advanced modulation formats, which have higher spectral eﬃciency. Also,
more precise compensation of GVD and PMD will be required, since those modulation formats has rather smaller
tolerance against such impairments. Multi-level modulation
formats generally suﬀers lower receiver sensitivity and short
optical reach. To overcome these problems, digital coherent
signal processing has been invented and developed. Coherent detection enabled through digital signal processing

Fig. 15

Block diagram of coherent DSP.

(DSP) can enhance the level of receiver sensitivity. At the
same time, DSP can compensate GVD and PMD in digital
circuit [26].
Figure 18 shows a block diagram of the DSP for digital
coherent systems. The encoder block receives optical channel transport unit 4 (OTU4) client data from the OTN framer,
inserts forward error correction (FEC) parity bits and dispersion estimator overhead. The encoded data are mapped into a
parallel distribution format for optical channel transport lane
4.4 (OTL4.4) [27] for transmission over 4 lanes. The 4 lanes
consists of sets of in-phase and quadrature-phase lanes for
X- and Y-polarizations. On the decoder side, the 4 lanes of
the input analog signals are digitized by a 4-channel analogto-digital converter (ADC). The frequency domain equalizer
(FDE) in the fixed equalizer block compensates for chromatic dispersion [29]. The cumulated chromatic dispersion
of the received signal is estimated within 5 msec, by detecting arrival time delay calculated from frequency spectrum
of the dispersion estimator overhead. The estimation time
does not depend on dispersion amount. An adaptive equalizer fulfills the roles of polarization de-multiplexing, polarization mode dispersion (PMD) accommodation, frequency
oﬀset compensation, carrier phase recovery, and sampling
clock recovery [30]. Then, the FEC decoder dramatically
reduces the number of bit errors. Frame synchronization of
OTL4.4 is established within 50 msec, even in the condition
that transmission route of optical channel is switched.
6.2 Field Experiment for Fast GVD Compensation
We demonstrated fast GVD accommodation in the field environment using the 100 Gbit/s digital coherent signal processor LSI. The evaluated configuration is shown in Fig. 16.
The transmitted 100 Gbit/s client data from the Ethernet generator are fed into the 100 Gbit/s digital coherent signal processor LSI. The output digital signals are converted into a
PDM-QPSK optical signal through optical front-end. Polarization division multiplexsing (PDM) means that we use
two polarizations as two optical channels with 32-Gbaud of
symbol rate. In order to evaluate performance of the LSI in
WDM situation, 79 dummy channels of 127.156-Gbps PDMQPSK signals are also generated. These dummy channels
are deployed to evaluate inter-channel cross-talk between
WDM signals. The cross-talk includes linear (some optical
power leaked from adjacent channels) and nonlinear compo-
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Fig. 16

Configuration of the field trial.

nents (optical waveform distortion resulted from nonlinear
refractive index of optical fibers). In-phase and quadrature
phase lanes of even and odd channels of the dummy signal
are individually modulated using the pseudo random binary
sequence (PRBS) pattern with a 215−1 sequence length with
diﬀerent delays. Then polarization multiplexed with a delay of a few tens of symbols to obtain 79-channel PDMQPSK dummy signal. The test channel is multiplexed with
the dummy 79-channel signal through a wavelength selector
switch (WSS) to obtain 80 channel WDM signal. The wavelength of the real-time channel under test is 1586.623 nm,
which is the center of the WDM signal. Then, the 80 channel WDM signal is launched into the dispersion shifted fiber
installed in the field environment. The average fiber launch
power is set at −2 dBm/ch. The field transmission line consists of 6 spans with a 70.4-km repeater section length. The
average loss of the 6 spans is 23.2 dB and the accumulated
chromatic dispersion is 1,097 ps/nm at 1586.623 nm. On
the receiver side, the test channel is WDM-demultiplexed
through a WSS, and it is mixed with a local oscillator and
converted into a 4 lane electrical signal by an optical frontend based on the planer lightwave circuit technology [31].
The 4 lanes of analog signals are input into the digital coherent signal processor LSI. The BER is monitored by the
100G Ethernet analyzer.
We measured the Q factor after transmitting an 80 ch
WDM signal over 6 spans x 70.4 km fiber. The Q factor is
commonly used to evaluate optical signal quality in optical
communication systems [32]. The Q factor before FEC for
the test channel of 1586.623 nm is measured using the realtime digital coherent signal processor LSI, other channels
are measured using the oﬄine configuration. The results are
plotted in Fig. 17. Compensation for the chromatic dispersion is achieved using the dispersion estimator included in
the LSI. The received Q-factor before FEC is 9.6 dB. Received OSNR was approximately 19 dB, and we estimate
transmission penalty is approximately 1.5 dB. This indicates
that DSP functionalities of chromatic dispersion compensation, PDM demultiplexing, frequency oﬀset compensation,
carrier phase recovery, and sampling clock recovery work
properly. The measured Q-factor after the FEC is 16.1 dB,
which yields error free operation.
As we discussed in the 1st clause, network architecture

Fig. 17

Fig. 18

The Q-value and transmitted spectrum.

Optical signal level received by optical front-end.

will evolve into more dynamic and flexible one to support
future applications. So, we evaluate the recovery time, when
the optical route is switched. The received signal is switched
from the second span to the 6-th span using an optical switch,
as shown in Fig. 16. The cumulated amount of chromatic dispersion changes from 350 ps/nm to 1,097 ps/nm after concavity in the optical input level. The sampling clock recovery block detects the channel disconnection, and informs
the sequence controller of the LSI by an alarm pulse. The
diﬀerence in the cumulated dispersion is estimated, and the
sequence controller renews the compensated GVD value in
the FDE block according to the estimated value. The OTL4.4
lane alignment alarm disappears after the recovery of the optical input signal with the time delay of 12 msec, as shown
in lower part of the Fig. 18. In this experiment, total outage
time was approximately 15 msec, including the period of no
input signal light of 3 msec.
7. Conclusions
With the advent of high-performance optical amplifiers, not
only has the transmission ability made a major advance but
it has become possible to divide the functions and to use the
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potentials of the passive devices. As the result, 10 Gbit/s
transmission systems with field performances not diﬀerent
from those of laboratory ones are realized. With regard to the
receivers, the limitations due to electronic circuits are greatly
relaxed because of application of optical amplifiers. In this
way, the realization of much faster signal detectors with very
simple structures which were believed to be impossible in
the past is now possible. Furthermore, digital coherent signal processing now has been introduced and realized higher
receiver sensitivity and fully-automated and instant compensation of GVD and PMD. With the DSP, 100G-PTS systems
are now widely deployed worldwide. Currently, traﬃc demand is continuing its expansion and also novel services
and applications are emerging. Therefore, we need to meet
such demand by further technological innovations including novel modulation, coding, forward error correction, low
noise amplifier, and space division multiplexing.
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